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Corporate Fun Days and Training Days
We are often asked to provide corporate fun days and magical training days to enable staff to get away from
the office and do something that is fun while at the same time being constructive.
We work with groups of up to forty students with ten to twelve students
per instructor.
The tricks and illusions taught on the session can be tailored to your
exact needs. For instance if you wanted more adult magic, business
applications or children’s magic; all this can be arranged.
A typical fun training day could be as shown below:
09.30 - 10.00 Welcome and introduction to the principles of magic.
10.00 - 11.00 Magical business card production and coin routines.
11.00 - 11.15 Coffee break
11.15 - 12.30 Trade show and cabaret magic routines.
12.30 - 13.00 Lunch (instructors will eat with students)
14.00 - 15.00 Pseudo mind reading tricks and tricks with paper and money.
15.00 - 15.15 Tea break
15.15 - 16.00 Bar stunts, betchas and tricks with everyday objects.
16.00 - 17.00 Tips on presentation, business promotion and any questions.
The cost per student is £120 (minimum 10 students). This includes lunch and refreshments at The Forest
Centre in Marston Moretaine plus a take home pack of the tricks and lecture notes used during the day for
each student. This take home pack will prove to be a valuable resource for the students to use in the future.
The price covers any travel within 40 miles of Marston Moretaine in Bedfordshire and our public liability
insurance of £10,000,000.
If the distance is more than 40 miles from our home base then extra expenses would apply.
Please note that all the material which we will be teaching during the day is professional magic. We do not
do toyshop magic. All the material has been audience tested over many years by our full time professional
entertainers and is in regular use in our own shows.
We use rooms at the famous Forest Centre in Marston Moretaine to give the tuition but can also travel to your
location.
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